
 
 
BACKGROUND STATIC 
 
 
 
must be the background static  
or the whining of someone’s private drone  
got me thinking of us of me actually  
and the disjointed rubric of being pointless   
not in so many words exactly  
although they’re not entirely useless  
words I mean  
but I was thinking more of the body’s unsettling  
squeaks and groans the gnashing of teeth  
the rolling of eyes all that dribble and foam  
the kicks and thrashing of arms and legs  
in other words when you find yourself in deep water  
past the point of no return and must keep swimming  
or be swept out to sea  
no that’s not it  
words are such a bitch  
still one is hard pressed to think without them    
the incessant rush of syllables in our ears day and night  
night and day inscrutable snippets of stories dreams  
broken and bricolaged the detritus of the world  
in so many fuck yous and noir kisses  
so many why nots and pleadings picked up like sticks  
and thrown back into the swirling depths  
who asked for it 
little pinpricks of hope of doubt caught 
in whirlpools of need eddies and annihilation  
all spinning shouting demanding to be heard 
in the flotsam and jetsam of the inner ear 
never to be left alone never to have done with it  
but curled up hidden inside one another  
one wave one thought crashing upon another  
one word crossing out the other  
each nullifying the last until only the sound remains  
the thundering roar of one tearing the other to pieces  
it’s laughable tell me it’s laughable  
that a secret serenity can lie hidden inside such violence  
catastrophe at a certain distance may appear  
terrifyingly sublime the mushroom bloom 
 
 



  
 
under the right sunglasses and so on  
living out our lives as if a smart bomb  
had already been dropped the rubble inside  
staring out at passing cars faces lights changing  
as if nothing had happened  
but of course that’s not true  
something has happened to both of us  
we’ve been in an accident of some kind  
listen here it comes there it goes  
like the babble of voices over a silent scream 
get used to it  
we’re rubbing up against it  
turn away and its gone  
take a few steps and it’s back 
face smushed against the glass what is it  
what’s it want from us  
someone else’s heart beating inside me  
someone else’s face following me  
the one I’ll never see  
put your ear against it listen  
to the extinguishing of each breath for another  
each idea each sentient being for another  
each flag in the parade polished boots marching  
into the future each part to play love lost and found 
and ground into yet another new morning  
with its shiny new horizons accomplishments  
attachments statues souvenirs monuments  
give it up all that busyness  
all that pride swelling and cresting to a point  
what point what conviction salvation  
transcendence just around the corner  
what song in the next step what memory  
overflow of meanings what marriage 
what throw me away and take me back  
what accident what background static 
crack in the sky what abyss approaching  
so many moving empty centers  
what virtual world second life  
what more perfect reality just a few clicks away  
what black hole singularity what big bang  
blood oozing from my ears  
what wave of her hand in a faraway tree  
what’s on tv dinner with friends 
 



 
 
what career what mud under the nails  
what wonder what answer under what bush  
what rule maintains all things all beings  
inseparable from each other  
what code connects us even at the greatest distances  
what law keeps us indivisible  
yet absent to ourselves 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
LAST QUESTION 
 
 
 
once put into words  
something squirms away  
 
lizard through the cracks  
soon more words are needed  
 
to fill in the crevices 
where new fault lines appear 
 
a second world climbs 
upon the back of the first 
 
forcing it forward 
but once spoken things withdraw  
 
from their names 
the house boards up its doors 
 
the period’s bullet  
stops the sentence in its tracks 
 
the answer so sorely desired 
now flocks around the wounded man 
 
like birds of prey 
stories from every direction  
 
offer their succor 
but as soon as they are uttered 
  
they begin to diverge 
converge and contradict   
  
offer the dying patient  
hope or dope 
 
but that is not for us 
an answer now  
 
 



 
would only shut  
a door to the enigma 
 
so narrow the needle  
so fine the dust  
 
the unspoken question 
passes though undetected  
 
its silence carries an openness 
words can’t close 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
 


